I. INTRODUCTION
NHOMOGENEITIES of sound speed in the ocean caused by I internal waves, layering, and turbulence induce fluctuations in acoustic transmission. Sound waves from a point source are perturbed from simple spherical waves into complicated phase fronts, including multipath, resulting in random patterns of signal phase and amplitude in both time and space.
In previous works, Rytov scattering theory and realistic vector wavenumber spectra of small-scale ocean sound speed structure were used to predict spatial spectra of signal fluctuations over short propagation ranges [ 11-[3] . Measurement of ocean turbulence and fine structure parameters requires measurement of spatial gradients from which acoustic fluctuations arise, therefore using acoustics for monitoring ocean turbulence was investigated. Most preceding work utilized less realistic [4] or less comprehensive [5] ocean models to predict weak-fluctuation propagation parameters.
Over short ranges, characterized well by a single transmission path from a source to any receiver, the wave front may be subject to effects weak enough that the variation of signal amplitude in a plane transverse to the transmission path, or the variation in time, is somewhat less than the average amplitude. This is the regime whcre perturbation solution of the wave equation in the random medium provides useful results [6]- [9] . The Born and Rytov perturbation solutions for the wavefield have been referred to as single-scattering solutions, because the incident wavefield at all ranges between the source and receiver is taken to be unaltered from its form in the homogeneous medium, and the resultant contribution to the total field reflects only inhomogeneities at that range. They are intuitively inappropriate where the resultant field is significantly altered from the Manuscript received August 23, 1990; revised October 12, 1990 unscattered (homogeneous medium) form. In those situations, multiple-scattering solutions are in order (e.g., [ 101, [ll] ). Using perturbation theory to study ocean propagation at short ranges is simpler than using the multiple-scattering theories, because it requires no special properties of the medium and because it can handle long-range modulations of random medium heterogeneities (due to the independent contributions at each range). The Rytov solution, or the method of smooth perturbations, has been shown to accurately describe wave transmission when the normalized variance of intensity U,? (sometimes called the scintillation index) is less than 0.3 [8] , [12] , [13] . That is, when Accounts of the Rytov technique are found in Tatarskii [6] , Fante [12] , and Goodman [14, chap. 81. Clifford [7] and Strohbehn [8] review the history of the Born and Rytov penurbation solutions and the unsuccessful attempts to extend them beyond their regions of validity. One interesting point is that the phase fluctuations predicted with perturbation methods may be accurate beyond the above-stated limit for intensity fluctuation predictability. This was alluded to for laser propagation in the atmosphere [7] , and demonstrated in the ocean for U,? = 0.7
In the Rytov solution, spectra or covariance functions of log-amplitude or phase fluctuations in a transverse observing plane for signals from a point source are known functions of the vector wave-number spectrum of sound speed fluctuations in the intervening medium. Using model media characteristic of the ocean, we calculate transverse fluctuation spectra in an observing plane and temporal fluctuation spectra at single points. Integrals of these yield scintillation indices or rms phase fluctuations, obtainable from arrays or from experimental time series that cover many characteristic time scales for the medium fluctuations or have fluctuations due to a medium advecting quickly past. Expressions for transverse spectra are outlined in Section 11, and for temporal spectra in Section 111. Model sound speed fluctuation spectra are described in Section IV.
Our model media have anisotropic fine-scale sound speed fluctuations and isotropic microscale (less than 1 m) fluctuations. Medium fluctuation spectra are all band-limited analytic expressions. We present spectra for vertical and nearly horizontal transmission.
In general, finescale fluctuations contribute more to signal variability than the less anisotropic (and more intermittent) microscale fluctuations. For near-horizontal transmission in the ocean, the transverse spectrum is anisotropic because of the anisotropy of the intervening finescale (1 to 100 m vertical size) sound speed fluctuations, with the typical scale length of inten-[151.
0364-9 15919 110100-O003$01 .OO 0 I99 1 IEEE sity fluctuations being much smaller in the vertical. The transverse intensity spectrum should be isotropic for vertical transmission, since only microstructure is expected to produce intensity fluctuation.
Limits of applicability of unsaturated theory in frequencyrange coordinates are a general result of the calculations. Another general result is that the effect of any microstructure is substantially increased with increasing frequency, so that the relative effects of finestructure and microstructure can be unraveled if a combination of frequencies and ranges is used. Fine structure and microstructure effects can be evaluated simultaneously and unambiguously if the proper frequencies and ranges are used. These and other generally applicable results are presented in Section V.
TRANSVERSE ACOUSTIC FLUCTUATIONS
Spherical-wave signals from a point source with frequency U propagating through a medium of randomly fluctuating wave speed, are governed by the Helmholtz equation: (3) where q = ./CO is a reference acoustic wave number, and $( x) is the demodulated, single-frequency acoustic pressure wave function. The Rytov method gives a solution for perturbation log-amplitude and phase, defined by
where $o is the field for (c = CO). In addition to the original derivation of the solution (reviewed in [9] , [12] 
where L + 1 = Z/(Z) in the region of validity.
For nearly horizontal propagation angles (less than 15" or so), the random field p may also include an additional linear vertical gradient term which will have no effect on fluctuation solutions and can be disregarded. This term can approximately represent nonaxial portions of a sound channel. This allows application of the Rytov solution to horizontal transmission in the main thermocline, for example. Starting with covariance functions, we compute one-dimensional spectra of log-intensity, log-amplitude, and phase variability. For sound speed fluctuations p in the medium (also referred to as refractive index perturbations) characterized by a spatial spectrum, disregarding slowly varying deterministic effects of the sound channel or waveguide, the Rytov expressions for covariance functions in a transverse observing plane are
where C ( r , R , 4 ) = ( b(ro9 R , q ) P ( r o + r , R , 4 ) ) (7) and where @ can be either A or 4. Transmission is in the x, direction over a range R . F( k ) is the vector spectrum of sound speed fluctuations, so that (p') = ,kF(k), with k = (k,,, k T ) = (k,,, k,,, k,,) and k = I k 1. The function g is sine' if / 3 = A , and is cosine' if b = 9. Unsaturated scattering effects are maximum for media fluctuations at the Fresnel radius, R = (RA)"'. The paraxial approximation, which has been invoked, requires that scattering be limited to small angles, or equivalently that the parabolic wave equation be valid. The log-intensity covariance is four times log-amplitude covariance. We consider log-intensity for the remainder of this section.
Introduce Cartesian coordinates x, y , z tied to the medium, with z upward. For horizontal propagation to a transverse plane, set x, = x , x2 = y , x3 = z and r = z , so that the vertical wave number power spectrum of L is defined by
Substitution of (6) into (8), followed by integration over z and k,, yields:
Since R$ = 2 n R / q , the integral is a function of R f , but not of R or q independently. Scaling the horizontal wave number I = k,s/m and substituting a scaled wave number m = R m , one finds: For propagation at angle 4 from the horizontal, a coordinate transformation can be made:
(13)
Rather than evaluating F ( k, = 0, . . . ) as in (1 l), we substitute the general form:
R~s x3 R~s If tan ( 5 ) 4 1 , this simplifies to
For vertical propagation, (11) may be used after rotation (exchange of k, = 0 for k, = 0 and k, for k,).
There is a useful scaled form of the spectrum for the fine-scale models we consider. The constant R j can be removed from the integral if F ( k ) has the form k -P , in which case one can write:
The integral is a function of mJ only and is called O f . The spectrum is independent of R , q , and R j . Therefore @J can be used to directly compare or average together data from different unsaturated conditions if the power law medium model is appropriate for all cases. This is not true for band-limited power-law spectra, since outer (large) scale or inner scale roll-offs will influence 0 from experiments with different R j in different ways. It is very nearly true, however, if R j is well within the wavelength band described by the power law. For ocean fine-scale models with outer scales greater than 100 m, RJ must be in this band for the unsaturated approximation to hold. Therefore the OJ( m /) representation can be used with our fine-scale models,
TEMPORAL ACOUSTIC FLUCTUATIONS
Temporal fluctuations arise from two effects: Advection of a "frozen field" of refractive index fluctuations past the apparatus by currents, and evolution of the random index fluctuations. Currents can be incorporated into the modeling and can be extracted from measurements if time evolution of the medium is insignificant. Temporal spectra of ocean internal waves can be modeled using linear dispersion, and temporal spectra of turbulence can be approximated if one gives a time scale (related to strain rate) to each eddy scale [ 
181,
The covariance functions can be generalized to include trans-
Farmer et al.
[19] used this to estimate the current and turbulence outer scale within a coastal channel of 34 m maximum depth containing strong (up to 1 m/s), turbulent tidal currents.
They transmitted maximal-sequence codes having an 86 kHz center frequency for the horizontal distance 660 m, and observed scintillation indices up to about 0.6, slightly above the weak fluctuation regime. Their accurate estimates of the current show the validity of the theory. Evaluation of the time-space covariance functions at zero spatial lag gives the temporal covariance functions. If these are transformed to spectra, a Dirac delta function factor remains, showing an ambiguity between frozen-field advection and time dependence of the inhomogeneities.
If the effect of the current U is disregarded, transformation of fluctuations from the spatial domain to the time domain can be made for internal-wave finestructure. The linear internal-wave dispersion relation is required. For phase and amplitude, the Rytov-type spectra are
The new symbols are the internal wave vertical mode number j , buoyancy frequency profile N( z), index buoyancy frequency No, scale-length B of the function N( z), and inertial frequency f. There are discussed in [3], 1 161, [ 171, [20] and also in the next section. The A i term is the inverse of the phase curvature function [ 161, [ 171, which accounts for deterministic sound channel effects and can be included in a more general derivation of (9). Calculations of this type have been compared to ocean data 131, 1151.
IV. MODEL MEDIA F( k )
We use two types of models: One characterizes anisotropic, internal-wave-induced, fine-scale sound-speed fluctuations. The other characterizes isotropic microscale fluctuations, but can be extended to larger scales and used to model scintillations through turbulent flows [ 191. The fine-scale model allows use of Or( m J ) scaling, with p = 4. The microstructure models have outer scales near R j and therefore do not collapse to the same @ J ( m J ) for all R j , and also do not have p = 4, so that results form the microstructure must be analyzed separately for each range and frequency.
Any linear combination of these F ( k ) is also a model, so that microscale and fine-scale effects can be modeled separately for study and then combined for a more complete result.
The fine-scale models are Garrett-Munk ocean internal-wave spectra in sound speed fluctuation form 1211, [161, 1171. The fluctuations in sound speed are caused by internal-wave vertical straining of a smooth background sound-speed gradient, so that k m is related to the rms particle displacement and gradient. The expression is where with rolloff [22] . A high-pass filtering with outer scale k , is used in order to confine the subrange to k , < k , and a diffusive rolloff R , from the Batchelor spectrum below is included, giving:
This model is most sensible in a weakly stratified region such as a surface mixed layer. Ocean stratification generally limits this subrange to scales of less than 1 m [23] - [25] . Sound speed structure at scales smaller than the viscous cutoff scale 1, = (U'€-')'I4 is poorly modeled by F U is the kinematic viscosity and E is the rate of dissipation of lunetic energy). We use this spectrum as a means of adding microscale fluctuations at wave numbers near R? ' to the fine-scale field. Its precise form in the rolloff region is not relevant, since microstructure of scales R , or larger contribute dominantly to acoustic fluctuations in the weak fluctuation regime. Modeling of fast turbulent (coastal or tidal) currents or surface-mixing layers can be accomplished by enlarging the outer scale from meters, appropriate for stratified ocean turbulence, to the depth of the channel or mixing layer.
To choose appropriate microstructure levels, we choose 4t such that wave-number magnitude spectra Ek( k ) = 2 K kzFk( k ) match the Batchelor spectrum E,( k ) at a high wavenumber. The spectrum Eb( k ) is from the theory of passive scalar gradients at subviscous scales (advected by homogeneous isotropic turbulence) [26] , with diffusivity of the quantity less than that of momentum (the kinematic viscosity). The Batchelor spectrum E, is applicable for wave numbers greater than 1; ' (order of 10 cpm), and consists of a viscous-convective subrange and a diffusive rolloff. For a scalar with diffusivity K and with an average least-principal-rate of strain y = -q; '(E / U)'/', the spectrum is
A few general results can be obtained by calculation of 0, using the GM79 version of the Garrett-Munk internal-wave model [20] and various levels of microstructure. In the GM79 model, No = 3 cph, B = 1300 m, j * = 3, latitude is 30', and ( p i ) = 2.5 x lo-'. Effects of variable transmission angle, wave energy, stratification, and salinity are discussed here.
The GM fine-structure models, since they have essentially power-law forms, scale with frequency and range. Integrating the definition of Of( m , ) over dm, and substituting R , dm = dm, into the Q integral, one sees that (t2) = 1 Q(m) dm scales with R f -' R q 2 . For the GM model, p = 4, so Rf-' a R / q . Therefore (1') a qR' a u R 2 . This is a fundamental scaling that is useful for fluctuation prediction once a stationary medium spectrum is characterized.
In 0 Validity of the calculations can be checked by eliminating medium fluctuations smaller than an artificially large cutoff (inner) scale in a test run and comparing with results using the full medium. Since the Ocean models taper off at a high wavenumber, the contribution from the high wavenumber portion, beyond the calculated validity region, does not change the character of the calculations. It has been suggested that the sin2 term in (9) is not correct if the correlation length L of medium perturbations along the transmission direction is much greater than R , with an alternate result of (1') a u3/'R5/' [28] . However, transmission over ranges of less than 1 km in the Kane Basin, north of Greenland, gives modest support for the (1') a uR2 scaling [I.] . The value L = 5 km has been used successfully to predict fluctuations from internal waves for 300 km transmission [29] , [30] , but a lower value is appropriate for other angles [30] . Limits of applicability of our technique to transmission in the deep mid-latitute ocean are estimated by calculating the intensity variance in the band 10.01 -101 rad m-' using the GM79 model. At = 0 and N ( z ) = No, the intensity variance form internal waves follows the formula U , ' = 3.6 x 10-9uR2, where u is the acoustic frequency in hertz and R is the range in meters. Table I To the first order throughout the mid-latitude ocean, the scaling of scintillation index with internal wave energy is direct, since U,? scales with (p;), which in turn scales with rms vertical displacement and internal wave kinetic energy in the GM model There are three reasons why microstructure contributes weakly to deep-sea long-range scattering relative to finestructure. Ocean turbulence and/or microstructure is intermittent and usually absent, microstructure contributes weak sound-speed gradients, and the scale R , is usually larger than the largest microstructure wavelengths. As R, decreases with decreasing range or acoustic wavelength, microscale effects increase. In practice, the acoustic frequency effect dominates because transmission at reduced ranges gives weak cumulative scattering. By modeling unrealistically strong microstructure, one can identify the situations where microscale effects would contribute Fig. 4 shows three microstructure models with small outer scales of the order of a meter, representative of turbulence with the largest eddies limited in size by the stratification [25] . Using these models, one can compare relative scintillation indices for transmission through thermocline turbulence and thermocline internal waves. Model 1 has weak microstructure, consistent with mean levels predicted and observed. An estimate of energy dissipation of internal waves with the GM79 spectrum is eo = 3.2 x l o -' ' W kg-' [32], but model 1 has E five times higher, closer to measured values [33] . Models 2 and 3 have E = 2 0 0 0~~ and E = ~O O O O E~, which is quite strong turbulence, usually limited to regions of the ocean less than 10 m in vertical extent and a few hundred meters horizontally, not continuous as we model here. The ratio x T / e = 6 for these models, where x r is the dissipation rate of temperature, in K 2 s-I. This ratio is related to the vertical mixing efficiency (fractional conversion of kinetic energy to potential energy) times the vertical temperature gradient [34] and is of interest. The relationships between internal wave decay, tubulence generation, vertical homogenization, and vertical heat flux are central concerns of small-scale ocean physics research.
Model 1 yields U,? < 0.01 for all ranges less than 20 km and frequencies less than 40 kHz. Model 2 yields U/ = 0.3 for 10 km at 40 kHz, and for 15 km at 30 kHz, weaker scintillation than virtually all the fine structure cases shown in Figs. 1-3. Model 3 yields U,? = 0.3 for 1 km at 40 kHz, 5 km at 20 kHz, and 20 km at 10 kHz. The requirement of unrealistically high turbulence to achieve significant scintillation shows the lack of importance of microstructure for deep ocean transmission.
VI. COASTAL AND MIXING-LAYER TRANSMISSION
The two primary reasons that microstructure effects are minimal in the deep Ocean are the gap between R , and the turbulence outer scale, and the weakness and intermittency of the turbulence. Attenuation at high frequency makes transmission over significant range (enough to integrate sufficient microstructure) at small R , impractical.
In coastal channels subject to strong tidal flow and in weakly stratified wind-driven surface mixing layers, however, the turbulence can be stronger and can extend to larger scale, overcoming both effects. In fact, scattering by surface-layer turbulence [2] and coastal-channel turbulence [ 191 has been found capable of exceeding perturbation theory limits at short range. We can simulate these situations with our homogeneous microstructure model Fk if we reduce k,, extending the model spectrum to larger length scales. We must assume here that a single strong path exists between the source and receiver (i.e., no boundary reflection or boundary reflections removed) or that multipath variations are coherent. [25] , and we use the small eddy case, k , = 2. For a shallow turbulent coastal region the same dissipation levels will be used, but the larger outer scale will be used, k , = 0.6, allowing eddies which fill a shallow water column.
Vertical wavenumber spectra of intensity are always similar in shape for these models, with a flat region changing to a red region as m increases. Representative spectra are shown in Fig. 
5.
A parameter which is very influential and which was left constant for deep ocean simulation is the ratio x~/ E .
This ratio, associated with the efficiency of mixing for turbulence in a stratified fluid, varies widely in mixed-layer measurements [34]. In addition, if the wind-driven mixing layer is approximated as turbulent and is essentially unstratified, this ratio may reflect the entrainment of dense fluid at the base of the layer. The associa-< x T < 6 X tions of small-scale kinetic energy dissipation, mixing efficiency, and vertical heat flux are fundamental. Scintillation indices for the schematic mixing-layer simulation, k , = 2 , are shown in Fig. 6 . Range, frequency, x r , and X~/ E are all allowed to vary. Fig. 7 shows the scintillation indices for the larger eddy case, k , = 0.6. Fig. 8 shows the standard deviation of phase, in radians, for the same set of ocean models but for only the 20 kHz cases. The rms phase fluctuations are a few tenths of radians, or 20" to 30°, for the largest scintillation situations that the theory can handle. Fig. 9 shows transverse wave-number phase-fluctuation spectra for some of the situations summarized in Fig. 8 . At a 10 m wavelength, the spectrum begins to descend, indicating relative stability of phase at a few meters separation with respect to separations greater than 10 m.
Temperature (or sound speed) dissipation rate xT, outer scale k,, and X / E all have strong influence on acoustic fluctuation statistics. The wide range of expected variability in these quantities makes calculations from even the simple perturbation model difficult to interpret, showing the prediction of scattering to be an essentially geophysical problem. The sensitivity to realistic variability within the family of microstructure models illustrates that one must prepare for a wide range of signal characteristics and quality in this regime.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Numerical calculation of acoustic field perturbation expressions can be used to predict fluctuations after propagation through ocean sound-speed structures, but before the onset of multipath. The general form of the expressions for signal spectra or correlation functions allow numerical evaluation for an unlimited quantity of vector wave-number spectral models of refractive index. In order to help define the bounds of applicability of the theory, log-intensity fluctuation variances have been calculated for three major situations: Ocean internal waves, ocean turbulence, and continuous strong large-scale turbulence.
Propagation through ocean thermocline internal waves, realistically weak thermocline turbulence, and unrealistically strong turbulence show that scintillations of intensity (and also of phase, although not shown) can be predicted and understood to first order up to ranges of tens of kilometers, given the proper transmission geometry. Internal wave effects dominate over any effects from expected microstructure. Nonhorizontal transmission yields small fluctuations, but eventually refractive effects of the sound channel will contribute some additional spatial variability and multipath, complicating the use of the theory.
Multipath due to the sound channel can exist at ranges where the random small-scale structures would contribute only small perturbations (no multipath from small structures). Interference between those signals is not described by this theory, but directional transmitters and receivers could attenuate the multipath effects. The multiple signals may also have passed through a limited-enough region of the ocean so that random finestructure effects are coherent between the distinct ensonified ducts or ray tubes. This coherent multipath behavior (the partial saturation regime) may serve to explain the success of Rytov phase modeling over Rytov amplitude modeling 1351.
The relative consistency of deep ocean internal waves contrasts with the coastal situation measured by Farmer et al. [19] and modeled here with a turbulent ocean having a limited eddy size, where the limit may mimic the depth of the water. The many possibilities of outer scale, dissipation (mean-squared If a constant outer scale k, is considered, the scintillation index appears to be a simple function of both the propagation parameters (range and frequency) and the turbulence parameters. As in Fig. 6 , values above the dashed line are uncertain.
small-scale shear), and ratio of thermal-gradient-variance-to-dissipation ( x T / e ) leave an inconclusive result for the phase and log-amplitude variance predictions and also for the estimates of the useful ranges for the theory. It is probable that intensity fluctuations may be order-unity relative to the mean (and thus out of bounds for this theory) for a modest 1 km at 20 kHz ( and 5 x IO-* 7(c)). However, it is also probable for areas to exist with weak and predictable fluctuations at 40 kHz and 3 km, with phase and amplitude fluctuations falling within the Rytov regime for any expected variations of the medium spectrum (Fig. 6(b) ). Three parameters of the medium are poorly defined for the strong microstructure situation: The outer scale of energetic turbulence, or the largest eddy size; the mean-squared gradient of temperature; and the mean-squared gradient of velocity, E .
